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Abstract 
 

 

The addition of inorganic nanoparticles (mainly metals and metals oxides) to polymers causes 

changes in their properties and applications of both the nanoparticles and polymers. 

This thesis presents the design and synthesis of hybrid materials made out of alumina 

commercial nanoparticles (Aldrich, = 50 nm, provided by fabricant) with polysulfone chains 

(Aldrich, Mn= 16.000 g/mol and Mw= 32.000) grafted to alumina surface. These materials are 

commonly known by hairy nanoparticles (HNP) and are a kind of polymer brush. The 

polysulfone chains are grafted to the surface of the core nanoparticle by one ending. Two 

grafting methods are reviewed in this study (designed “Method A” and “Method B”), obtaining 

different grafting density graft, (low density in method A and high density in method B). 

Variation on graft gives different molecular structures from the layer, affecting the 

dispersion/aggregation of HNP in the matrix and so the properties of the final material.  

Once the HNP were synthesized and characterized, they were included in a polysulfone matrix 

at low load (1-5 % wt), studying the influence of the nanoparticles in the polymeric matrix.  

During the study the material was tested from different stages of synthesis to the final 

composite to evaluate its mechanical and thermal properties by diverse essays as TGA, DSC, F-

TIR, DLS, Vickers hardness. 

Finally, the structure-behavior relation and its final properties were evaluated to determine its 

qualities and future applications, in different fields from optical, energetic and sensors to 

mechanic properties improvement. 

This work was developed within Universidad Carlos III de Madrid Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering and Chemical Engineering’s Laboratories. 

 

 

Keywords: Hybrid materials, grafting, polymers, nanoparticles, composites, alumina, 

polysulfone 
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1. Introduction and objectives 

 

1.1. Composite materials 

 

Composite materials are made from two or more constituent materials with 

significantly different physical and/or chemical properties, that when combined, 

produce a material with characteristic differences from the individual components [1]. 

The individual components remain separate and distinct within the finished structure. 

The new material may be preferred for many reasons: common examples include 

materials which are stronger, lighter or less expensive when compared to traditional 

materials. 

 

 Historically, composite materials have companied mankind throughout its 

existence from wattle and daub for construction dating from Neolithic 6000 or bricks 

made of mud and straw combined used for the same reasons by Egyptians [1]. 

 

1.2. Nanocomposites 

 

A Nanocomposite is a heterogeneous material with at least one characteristic 

length scale in the nm range (x10-9m). The transition from microparticles to 

nanoparticles of its components leads to a drastic change in the properties of the 

material [2]. 

 

In mechanical terms, nanocomposites differ from conventional composite 

materials due to high aspect ratio of the reinforcing phase and/or its exceptionally 

high surface to volume ratio [2], as shown in Figure 1 for most common geometries. 

Since surface and surface properties are decisive in chemical and chemical 

interactions, a nanostructured material can have substantially improved properties 

than a material with the same composition and bigger-dimensional components.  

 

Therefore, a smaller-dimensional component leads to smaller nanoparticles or 

thinner fibers or layers and so a higher surface-to-volume ratio (see Figure 1), then 

enables a better tailoring in the structuration of the nanocomposite, which can lead to 

better properties [3].  
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Figure 1. Common surface-to-volume ratios for each geometry 

For the fiber and layered material, the surface area/volume is dominated, 
especially for nanomaterials, by the first term in the equation. The second term (2/l 
and 4/l) has a very small influence and it is often omitted.  

 
As Kanartzidis said: ‘The properties of nanocomposite materials depend not 

only on the properties of their individual parents, but also on their morphology and 
interfacial characteristics’ [4].  Therefore, this presents new challenges in reaching this 
control over the distribution in size and dispersion of the nanosize constituents which 
receive a strong attention. 

 
Nanocomposites exist naturally, for instance in animal bones or shells.  They 

have been manufactured throughout human history scarcely, as for example Blue 
Mayan, an azure pigment used in paint by Mayans and Aztecs based on different clays, 
which conserves the tone over more than 4000 years [5][6]. From the mid-1950s 
nanoscale organo-clays have been used to control flow of polymer solutions (e.g. as 
paint viscosifiers) or the constitution of gels.  However, it has been relatively soon 
(1970 decade) that their promises of realizing unique combinations of properties 
unachievable with traditional materials have caused an explosion of research in this 
area [3]. This surge in the field of nanotechnology has been facilitated by the 
appearance of the scanning tunneling microscopy and the scanning probe microscopy 
in the early 1980s. 

 
Nanocomposite technology uncovers a broad new horizon of possibilities as 

nanocomposite automotive, aerospace and defense structures, polymer 
nanocomposite foams, nanocomposites for optic applications, conductive 
nanocomposites for corrosion protection, energy storage and conversion devices, 
nanofibers for tissue engineering scaffolding, protective armor and biosensing.  
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1.2.1. Matrix materials. Composition 

Regarding the matrix composition, nanocomposites can be classified in:  

 Ceramic Matrix Nanocomposite (CMNC): Ceramic nanocomposites offer 

improved hardness, strength, toughness and creep resistance over 

conventional ceramic matrix composites. The utilization of 

nanocomposites in materials processing leads is forecasted to have a 

major impact in catalytic, sensor, optical, electroceramic and structural 

ceramic materials [7]. This has been raised by the discovery of new 

techniques synthesis and densification of ceramic matrix composites as 

Spark plasma sintering and strong magnetic field alignment. This 

composites are used [8].  

 

Continuous SiC-fiber-reinforced/SiC matrix composites have non-

substitutable applications as thermal components in the aerospace 

(turbine coating parts) and atomic energy industries (enhance the accident 

tolerance of light water reactors) due to their excellent mechanical, 

thermal and radiation properties. Furthermore, ceramic matrix composites 

are used for metal cutting applications and dental restoration [9]. 

 

However, these relatively new composites are still at the development 

stage and there are several obstacles that need to be resolved. 

 

 Metal Matrix Nanocomposite (MMNC): Metal matrices reinforced by 

nanoparticles are very promising materials suitable for a large number of 

applications. The nanoparticles can offer opportunities to tailor material 

properties such as hardness, tensile strength, ductility, density, thermal 

and electrical conductivity, and wear resistance [10]. Different kinds of 

metals, mainly Al, Cu and Mg, have been employed for the production of 

composites reinforced by nanoceramic particles such as carbides, nitrides, 

oxides as well as carbon nanotubes [11] (For example, carbon nanotubes 

have been shown to exhibit ultra-high strength and modulus, and have 

anisotropic electrical conductivity. When included in a matrix, carbon 

nanotubes could improve the resulting nanocomposite significantly [12]). 

The main matter of concern for the synthesis of these materials consists in 

the low wettability of the reinforcement phase by the molten metal, which 

does not allow the synthesis by conventional casting methods. 

 

MMNCs are not relevantly extended in commercial applications since 

their development is still very recent. However, metal matrix 

nanocomposites display better mechanical properties than bare metal or 

metal matrix composite materials with bigger particles as reinforcement. 

This is why they are considered to substitute bigger particle sizes MMCs 
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and some monolithic alloys in structural and electrical fields. The 

enhanced wear resistance and the good thermal conductivity combined 

with the high specific strength make MMNCs attractive materials for 

aircraft brakes. Moreover, the specific strength and elastic modulus could 

be exploited in sport industry, for instance for rackets or bicycle frames 

and other components [11].  

 

 Polymeric Matrix Nanocomposite (PMNC): The inclusion of nanofillers in 

polymeric matrices extend the function and utility of polymers while 

maintaining their original manufacturing and processing flexibility. In 

particular, polymer nanocomposites have been successful with regard to 

overcoming traditionally antagonistic combinations of properties, 

obtaining very competitive materials regarding other options [13]. 

This addition not only can give improved thermal or mechanical 

properties, but also attribute the polymer new ones which enhance 

material applications [14]. Particular examples of polymer matrix 

nanocomposites will be given in next chapter. 

    

1.2.2. Reinforcing materials. Geometry and nanoparticles composition 

1.2.2.1. Geometry 

 Nanocomposites can be classified by their reinforcing material (filler) shape: 

 Particles nanocomposites or nanoparticles: The reinforcement of a 

material with nanoparticles improves properties to the resulting composite 

as well as implements new features in the matrix [15]. Different particles 

have been used to prepare polymer/inorganic particle nanocomposites, 

including: 

. Metal (Al, Fe, Au, Ag, etc.) 

. Metal oxide (ZnO, Al2O3, CaCO3, TiO2 etc.) 

. Nonmetal oxide (SiO2)  

. Other (SiC) 

The nanoparticle material and its distribution within the matrix are 

chosen depending on the desired thermal, mechanical, and electrical 

properties of the nanocomposites. For example, Al nanoparticles are often 

selected due to their high conductivity; calcium carbonate particles are 

chosen because of the relative low cost of the material and the toughening 

of the resulting material [16] [17]; and silicon carbide (SiC) nanoparticles are 
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used because of their high hardness, corrosion resistance, and strength [18]. 

Nowadays and foreseen nanoparticles reinforcements as well as their 

applications and improved properties will be exposed in next subchapter. 

The principal advantage nanoparticles represent facing other geometries is 

the ease distribution along the matrix and therefore its superior 

percolation capacity; also the homogeneity and non-directionality gives 

more uniform properties to the material. 

 

 Fibers nanocomposites or nanofibers: the utilization of nanoscale fibers, 

also known as nanorods, in polymer composites not only enables the 

development of uniquely created structures but also provides a means for 

the development of unique properties and functionalities at levels not 

possible with conventional fiber reinforced composites, carbon nanotubes 

(CNT) nanocomposites have attracted the fancy of many scientists 

worldwide due to their high performance in mechanical, electronic, 

electrochemical applications [19]. The advances in carbon nanotube 

nanocomposite started with the discovery of the helical tube geometry of 

carbon nanotubes by Iijima in 1991 [20].  

 

The tubes exist as either single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) or 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) where individual tubes are 

nested concentrically inside one another like tree rings. These unique 

nanostructures are considered one-dimensional due to their high aspect 

ratio (length-to-diameter) leading to superior mechanical and electrical 

properties. The advantage of fibers compared to other geometries is the 

possibility to orientate the reinforcement in a desired direction, obtaining 

better properties in that or a different direction. 

 

 Layers nanocomposites or nanoplatelets: the addition of 2D nanofillers in 

the matrix also confers improved properties to the product. Graphite 

nanoplatelets [21] down to 2-10 mm thick are being investigated as 

reinforcement for high strength carbon-carbon composites and for silicates 
[22] and other polymers [23], as well as using PU-Montmorillonite clay 

nanoplatelets composite [24], conferring improved physical and mechanical 

properties. 

A common disadvantage for fiber and layer nanocomposites is the low 

filler percolation threshold which limits the percentage by weight (mass 

fraction) of the filler introduced due to its high aspect ratio. 

 

The subject of this study is the polymer based nanocomposites; which are 

comprised of a polymeric material as matrix and a nanoscale material as filler. 
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The addition of metal nanoparticles (including metal oxides and hydroxides) 

into polymeric matrix results in mechanically, electrically and optically improved 

resulting materials; which due to their applications in fields as bio-imaging, bio-

medicine, bio-technology, catalysis, cross linkers, fuel cells, sensors, as flame 

retardant, UV shielding, optical, electronic and magnetic, among others, have 

generated a huge interest. 

 

1.2.2.1. Nanoparticles composition 

Hereby will be shown the most employed or promising metal and metal 

oxides/hydroxides nanoparticles used as nanofillers in polymeric matrices, the fields in 

which they are or could be applied, and the function or improved properties of the 

resulting material. 

 Silica Nanoparticles:  

Silica nanoparticles are large scale produced by flow methods, SNPs 

have broad excitation band and size-dependent optical emissions, so they can 

be used for detection purposes, although, some modifications are necessary in 

order to improve surface defects and to achieve intense and stable 

luminescence. 

The Polymethacryloyloxyethyl Phosphorylcholin (poly (MPC)) -grafted 

silica has the ability to delay the coagulation of blood due to its extremely 

hydrophilic nature [25]. With Polyethylene Glycol (PEG), silicon nanoparticles 

were applied in bio-imaging as fluorescent tracers [26], also Poly (acrylic acid) 

(PAAc) grafted silicon nanoparticles can be used as fluorescent bioimaging 

material for cells or other biological molecules [27]. poly(N-isopropyl 

acrylamide) -silica nanocomposites have high pH sensitivity, antibacterial 

activity and biocompatibility, and are applied in drug release systems, 

diagnosis and enzyme imaging [28]. 

 Magnetic Nanoparticles:  

Iron oxide (Fe304) nanoparticles are widely used in nanotechnology due 

to their extraordinary magnetic properties, furthermore it is biocompatible, 

non-toxic and can be produced at low cost.  

With Chitosan iron oxide nanoparticles improve the control of drug 

release with the change of temperature or pH [29]. With Poly(acrylic acid) is also 

used in drug delivery aiming at cancer treatment [30].  

Poly(poly(ethylene glycol) monomethacrylate) (PEGMA) grafted 

magnetic nanoparticles are employed as contrast agent in magnetic resonance 
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imaging [31]. With Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), magnetic nanoparticles 

(MNPs) form very transparent nanocomposites used in magneto-optical 

instruments and shielding applications [32]. Poly(glycidylmethacrylate) (PGMA) 

grafted Fe304 nanoparticles can be used to construct a range of biosensors [33].   

 Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles: 

  TiO2 is the natural oxide of titanium. It has many properties such as 

high refractive index, UV light absorption and photocatalytic activity.  

Modified titanium oxide is used as photocatalyst. Poly methyl 

methacrylate (PMMA) grafted TiO2 in nanofibers improves mechanical 

properties such as the elastic moduli and are used in dental composites, bone 

cement and implant biomaterials [34]. TiO2 nanoparticles with Polystyrene 

present a good wear resistance and a high transmittance [35]. In the same way, 

with Poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is obtained an improvement in 

mechanical properties. These Titanium dioxide nanocomposites are used as 

new Light Emitting Diodes (LED) encapsulant materials, acquiring better light 

extraction efficiency. 

 Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles of Zinc Oxide are relevant due their high luminous 

transmittance, chemical stability, antibacterial properties, high catalytic 

activity and intensive UV and IR absorption. 

Different polymers grafted to Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles were 

examined, like Poly methyl Acrylic Acid (PMAA), Polystyrene (PS) and 

Polyhydroethyl acrylate (PHEA); obtaining nanocomposites used in functional 

devices [36], semiconductor devices and for UV-shielding (in for example 

cosmetics) [37]. 

 Alumina Nanoparticles 

Alumina nanoparticles (ANPs) present outstanding wear resistance, 

high strength and stiffness. Besides good thermal and mechanical stability with 

a competitive price compared to other options are found. This is why ANPs 

attract a big attention throughout the last decades [38].  

With Polydimethylsiloxane, ANPs have excellent insulating properties, 

thus they are used for encapsulating photovoltaic devices and field-effect 

transistors [39].  Grafting Polystyrene (PS) and Polypropylene to γ-alumina 

enhances the mechanical properties of the nanocomposites (tensile strength) 
[40], due to the increase of cross linking agents (increases covalent bonds 

between polymer chains). Grafting Polysulfone (PSU) chains to alumina 

nanoparticles leads to an improvement of mechanical properties compared to 

bare Polysulfone.  
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 Magnesium Hydroxide Nanoparticles 

Magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) is a metal hydrate, Mg(OH)2 

nanoparticles dispersed in Polystyrene can be used as environmental-friendly 

flame retardant in polymeric materials [41][42]. 

 Gold Nanoparticles 

Gold nanoparticles are extensively employed due to their outstanding 

properties as nanomaterial filler in fields such as optics, biomedicine, 

electronics and catalysis.  

As Polystyrene coat, the gold nanocomposite is used as catalyst [43]. 

PEGylated gold (Polyethylene Glycol) can be applied in selective cell targeting 
[44]. Finally, gold with polymethacrylic acid is used as ultrathin high 

performance biomimetic molecularly imprinted sensing layers and sensor 

devices [45].  

 Silver Nanoparticles 

Silver nanoparticles are synthesized by vapor deposition and ion 

implantation. They are implemented in several fields due to their optical, 

diagnosis, antibacterial and conductive properties. Nevertheless, the support 

of a polymer matrix is desirable. 

It helps improving antibacterial properties in cotton fabric with good 

washing durability [46]. Polystyrene grafted to silver NPs nanocomposite have 

antibacterial potential against E. coli for instance; furthermore, the resulting 

material presents thermal and chemical stability against degradation, a higher 

glass transition temperature and transparency. They are used in clinical paints 

and as coating material in biomedical applications [47].  

 Gadolinium Oxide Nanoparticles 

Gadolinium oxide nanoparticles with Polyethylene glycol result in a 

composite which can be used as contrast agent for Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) [48]. Besides, Poly(ethylene glycol) phosphate grafted Gadolinium 

oxide (PEG-phosphate grafted GD2O3) are employed in cellular/molecular 

preclinical imaging [49]. 

 Manganese Oxide Nanoparticles 

Manganese Oxide (MnO2) nanoparticles are used in new generation 

batteries, in bioimaging as contrast agent and in water treatment. MnO2 NPs 

grafter with Polyaniline (PANI) created a high electrical conductivity 

nanocomposite with very stable coulomb efficiency [50], valuable for the 

development of new super capacitors. With polyethylenimine (PEI) they can be 

used for cancer detection and nanocarriers for cancer therapy [51]. 
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 Cerium Oxide Nanoparticles 

Cerium oxide (CeO2, also named ceria) nanoparticles are broadly used 

as UV protection agent in glass coatings and cosmetics due to its transparency, 

good optical properties and ultraviolet shielding [52]. Common matrices are 

PMMA [53] and Phosphonated-Polyethylene Glycol (PPEG) [54]. 

 Copper Nanoparticles 

Copper nanoparticles have a naturally high electrical and thermal 

conductivity, an elevated surface activity and easy to elaborate. With 

polyacrylamide grafted Poly (vinyl alcohol) PAM-g-PVA and disposed in thin 

films, they can be used as sensing materials since the solvent in which the 

material is immersed varies the resistance [55]. Furthermore, these cupper 

nanoparticles are used in mechanic, magnetic, electric and chemistry 

applications. 

 Platinum Nanoparticles  

Platinum nanoparticles are grafted with polybutyl methacrylate, PS, 

and Poly (acrylic acid) g-Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes. The applications of 

these nanocomposites are in fuel cells, as catalyst in hydrogenation of α, β-

unsaturated aldehydes, and as biosensor [56] [57]. 

 Palladium Nanoparticles 

Palladium has excellent properties as catalyst. Palladium nanoparticles 

with Chitosan grafted to Graphene (CS-GR) have led to the development of 

glucose biosensors with wide linear range, low detection limit and good 

reproducibility [58]. In the same way, these PdNPs/CS-GR nanocomposites can 

be used in other types of biosensors. Polyaniline grafted to Palladium NPs can 

also have an application in biosensors and electrochemical sensors in micro 

and nanoelectronic devices [59].  

 

1.2.3. Design of polymer nanocomposites 

The properties of polymer nanocomposite (PNCs) are determined, in part, by 

the chemical composition of the polymer and the type and size of nanoparticles: 

metallic oxides, graphene, quantum dots, nanorods, clays, fullerenes and metallic 

nanocrystals. However, the properties of the composite materials can be engineered 

through judicious selection and chemical and physical modification of nanoparticles 

and polymer [60].  

This section refers almost exclusively to inorganic nanoparticles (metal oxides), 

because the selected nanofillers are alumina nanoparticles (Al2O3). Inorganic 
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nanoparticle/polymer composites with enhanced mechanical, electrical, dielectric, 

thermal, and optical performance have been reported [13].  

Extensive efforts have been made to improve the compatibility between metal 

oxide nanoparticles and organic polymers. Unfortunately, the high specific surface 

area of nanoparticles favors particle-particle attraction and subsequent agglomeration. 

Simply blending nanoparticles with organic polymers usually results in agglomeration 

of the nanoparticles within the polymer matrixes and loss of optical transparency due 

to intense light scattering by the agglomerated nanoparticles. 

Nowadays is well known and accepted that the success of polymeric matrix 

nanocomposites is mainly based in the surface treatment employed on the nanofillers; 

this can be either to introduce additional functionalities or to design new 

morphologies and nanostructured materials. Surface engineering can be relatively 

simple, for instance the grafting of short-chain molecules to nanoparticle surface, 

designed for better compatibility with the polymeric chain; it also can grow in 

complexity, with the introduction of one or more new properties including bimodal (or 

multimodal) grafting of ligands which allow a relatively independent control of 

enthalpic and entropic interactions between nanoparticle and matrix. 

Short-chain molecules grafted to the surface of the nanofiller improve 

enthalpic compatibility between particle and matrix. However, polymer chains grafted 

to the surface of the nanoparticle functionalizes it controlling the compatibility with 

the matrix. For instance, the synthesis of a layer of specially designed grafted polymer 

on the surface of magnetic nanoparticles can change and modulate the fundamental 

behavior of surface grafted chains [61]. 

It is well known nanocomposites prepared by mechanical mixing and/or 

compression molding totally lost their optical transparency even at low loads (<1%wt) 

of nanoparticles [62]. The optical transmittance of Al-doped ZnO/epoxy nanocomposites 

has also been reported to degrade rapidly even with less than 0.2 wt % loading [63]. 

Therefore, effective techniques are desired to achieve good dispersion of 

nanoparticles within organic polymer matrices and thereby high optical transparency 

of the composite materials. 

Recent advances reveal routes to exploit both enthalpic and entropic 

interactions so as to direct the spatial distribution of nanoparticles in the polymer 

matrix and thereby control the macroscopic performance of the material. A challenge 

for future studies is to create hierarchically structured composites in which each 

sublayer contributes a distinct function to yield a mechanically integrated, 

multifunctional material [64] [65] [66].  
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1.2.3.1. Dispersion techniques of nanoparticles in the matrix. 

The percentage in weight (named mass fraction) of nanoparticles within the 

reinforcement can remain very low due to the low filler percolation threshold (the 

flow of the filler through the matrix) and it usually surrounds 0.5-5 %; this phenomena 

is increased in the case of non-spherical and high aspect ratio fillers (carbon nanotubes 

or clay nanoplatelets for instance). The spatial distribution of nanoparticles in a 

polymer matrix is a critical importance issue since it determines the new properties of 

the resulting composite. It is now well-known that specific nanocomponents 

dispersion optimizes and controls the properties of the resulting nanocomposites [67]. 

The dispersion (and interfacial adhesion also) depends on physicochemical 

properties of the polymer matrices and nanoparticle surface, as well as the techniques 

and processing conditions during the fabrication off the nanocomposite. It is crucial to 

have the uniform nanofiller dispersion within the polymer matrix, in particular for the 

preparation of transparent nanocomposites and mechanical requirements, because 

larger agglomerates are weak points which will eventually result in an adverse effect 

on the mechanical properties [68].  

The most common method to prevent the formation of aggregates is the 

surface modification. The basic principle of the surface modification of the 

nanoparticle is the need to screen the nanoparticles surface reducing van der Waal 

attraction between them, at the same time of increasing compatibility with the matrix 
[69][70]. 

Different approaches of surface modification to stabilize nanoparticles in 

homopolymer matrices have been reported, including silanization, surfactant 

absorption, carboxylation among others [71][72], and polymer grafting [73][74][75]76][77][78][79]. 

Polymer brushes could control both nanoparticle dispersion and improve wettability of 

the matrix with the polymer chain grafted. Benicewicz et al. [74] suggested that 

inorganic nanofillers could be stabilized and well dispersed in polymer matrices using 

bimodal grafts, where both short and long brushes are present on the same particle. 

The short brushes prevent the particle-particle attraction, whereas the long brushes 

promote entanglement with the polymer matrix [80], two examples are given in figure 

2.  

 

Figure 2. Examples of hairy nanoparticles.  

Nanoparticle core Short polymer chains 

Long polymer chains 
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Therefore, depending on the surface properties of the nanofiller, the 

nanoscale interaction with the host polymer can improve both the mechanical and 

physical properties of nanocomposites. 

 

1.2.3.2. Grafted chain polymer: “Hairy nanoparticles” 

The synthesis of the hybrid nanoparticles with the chemically-bound polymer 

grafts has been carried out utilizing both “grafting to” and “grafting from” methods 

and the most of them consist on the formation of a covalent bound between polymer 

and particle: 

-    Grafting from: technique also called surface-initiated polymerization, the 

polymer grows on the surface of nanoparticles. This growing of polymer chains 

on the surface of nanoparticles is given with the initiator first grafting [81][82][83]. 

- Grafting to: reaction between functionalized polymer chains and    

nanoparticles. Over the past several years, a variety of methods have been 

developed, using controlled radical polymerization (CRP) techniques, to graft 

polymer chains to nanoparticle surfaces (ATRP or RAFT are an example) 

obtaining a monodisperse grafting. In “grafting to” methods [84], the polymer is 

covalently grafted to the surface of the particle by a high performance reaction 

between a terminal functional group of the polymer and a functionalized 

surface in the nanoparticle (already existing or introduced). The advances in 

click chemistry [85] are an example of it. The first allows a high grafting density 

due to the small length of the momomer, but requires an accurate control of 

reaction conditions; as the second limits density and uniformity of the grafting 

due to the esteric requirement of the polymer chain. 

 

Grafted chain polymer in inorganic nanoparticle are effective for the 

regulation of interparticle distance and their interactions, avoiding formation of 

aggregates and allowing the tuning of final physical and mechanical properties of the 

polymer matrix nanocomposite. The nature of the polymer (molecular weight, 

flexibility, monomer unit, etc.) and graft density determines interaction of the particles 

with the environment, whereas their physical properties are governed by both the size 

and shape of the inorganic core and the surrounding polymer layer [85]. 

The structure of the hairy nanoparticles or polymer brushes is analyzed in 

terms of the constitution and conformation of polymer chains, which depends on the 

length of the chain and graft density, in addition to the curvature of the surface. The 

following figure shows a schematic representation of the varied conformational 

behaviors of polymer brushes attached to spherical interfaces.  
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Figure 3. Conformational behaviors of polymer brushes attached to spherical interfaces [85]. 

Where Rg is the radius of gyration of the grafted polymer chains, and  is the 

grafting density. At low grafting density, the Rg does not exceed the interchain spacing 

and individual chains do not interact with adjacent chains, and thus they assume 

mushroom-like conformations on the surface (Figure 3 A). Figue 3 B and C present a 

semidilute polymer brush, SDPB, and higher graft densities a concentrated polymer 

brush, CPB respectively. If the chains are long enough, then brushes initially in the CPB 

regime, will transition to the SDPB regime at some distance, r, from the center of the 

nanoparticle [85]. 

 

1.2.3.3. Structure and properties of grafted NP/polymer nanocomposites 

 
Hairy nanoparticles can be dispersed in a polymer miscible for the grafting or 

similar), avoiding chemical incompatibilities which lead to aggregation. In general, the 

properties of these materials rely on the grafting; nevertheless, some entropic 

phenomena may occur, as autophobic dewetting which restricts dispersion in a high 

molecular weight matrix [86][87][88][89]. 

The morphological structure of mixtures of polymer matrix with hairy 

nanoparticles depends on the grafting density, the chain length, the interaction 

between the grafted chains and between the host (polymer matrix) and grafted chains 
[90]. On the other hand, changing particle size and length of grafting polymer on the 

fillers, all can significantly affect polymer nanocomposite properties. Other important 

properties to consider besides are nanoparticle curvature and the thermodynamic 

(Flory–Huggins) interaction parameter, , between the host and grafted chains [91]. 

However if the grafted polymer and the polymer matrix are the same, the interaction 

parameter should be favorable (<0). 

At very low grafting densities, , the morphology of these polymer 

nanocomposites (PNCs) is largely determined by the attractive enthalpic interactions 

(H<0) between the nanoparticle cores, mediated by entropic interactions with the 

grafted polymer chains. The entropic term comes from the fact the matrix polymer 

chains lose entropy when they are confined between the surfaces of two adjacent 

particles. Entropic effects that drive the chain interpenetration capacity scale as the 

inverse of the chain length, whereas enthalpic contributions are proportional to the 
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chain length. These competing interactions have been shown to be responsible for the 

anisotropic organization of the nanoparticles within polymer hosts. At high grafting 

densities, however, even in cases where the host chains (polymer matrix) and the 

grafted chains have identical chemical structure, the entropic grafted layer/free chain 

interactions are dominant, leading to miscibility (isotropic dispersion of the 

nanoparticles within the polymer host) or to microscopic and macroscopic phase 

separation.  

Summarizing, both entropic and enthalpic factors affect the miscibility 

between the grafted and the surrounding matrices and therefore the morphology. In 

order to entropically favor wetting and entanglement of the matrix chain for polymer 

grafted nanoparticles, the degree of polymerization (length) of the graft, N, should to 

be equal to, or larger than, the degree of polymerization of the matrix chains [91]. 

1.3. Initial approach 
 

The chosen matrix in this work is Polysulfone (PSU), which has proved outstanding 

thermal and mechanical properties, along with its biocompatibility and resistance to water and 

high temperatures [92][93]. This is why it is widely employed in medical devices which require 

high sterilization temperatures. Polysulfone is highly used in orthodontic devices such as 

brackets, but represents problems which might reduce its service life, such as erosion induced 

by mastication. 

In order to achieve a higher strength and thus to reduce the undesired erosion, a 

nanoreinforcement is added. The chosen filler was Aluminum Oxide (Alumina or Al203), a 

ceramic oxide which has proved to improve mechanical properties as filler in polymeric 

matrices nanocomposites [94][95][96][97]. It has also shown biocompatible as long as it displays 

minimal or no tissue reaction and blood compatibility tests are satisfactory [98][99]. 

 Due to the high surface/volume ratio of nanoparticles, particle-particle attraction is 

favored and so the formation of aggregates (agglomeration). This causes a problem of 

dispersion resulting in weak points where the alumina forms aggregates, and therefore a 

heterogeneous material with likely worse mechanical properties. 

To solve this problematic, it is desirable to modify chemically the nanoparticles surface 

(functionalization).  

So as to obtain a more uniform dispersion of nanoparticles along the matrix, and to 

acquire a better attachment of the particles to the matrix, it is desirable to graft Polysulfone 

chains to the alumina nanoparticles surface (hairy nanoparticles). Then, this polysulfone chains 

(“hairs” or “brushes”) from the alumina nanoparticle get entangled with the polysulfone 

matrix, providing a more stable union and a better dispersion. 
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Figure 4. Entanglement of hairy nanoparticles with a polymer matrix. 

1.4 Objectives 

Starting hypothesis and general objectives  

The starting hypothesis of this work is to improve the properties of a polysulfone 
matrix by introducing alumina nanoparticles previously functionalized with polysulfone chains 
of the same nature as the polymeric matrix. The goal of this functionalization is to 
compatibilize nanoparticle and polymeric chain obtaining an optimum dispersion and reaching 
an effective entanglement between both kinds of chains: matrix and hairs. 
 

Therefore, the general objective of this project is to generate materials with controlled 
morphologies by surface modification techniques and processing methods. 
 
Specific objectives 

Relative to each stage of the nanocomposite synthesis, production and characterization.  

1. To functionalize alumina nanoparticles with polysulfone chains by two different methods 
to generate low graft density and high graft density nanoparticles. 

2. To prepare polysulfone grafted to modified alumina nanoparticles with functionalized 
surface nanocomposite.  

3. To study experimentally the nanocomposites to understand the effect of the synthesis 
parameters: grafting density and alumina composition. To compare morphology with 
properties. 

4. To evaluate the properties of the nanocomposite and its possible applications. 

 

Polysulfone matrix 

Hairy Nanoparticles 
Polysulfone 

grafted 
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2. Experimental Section 

 

2.1 Characterization Techniques and Methods 

 

Hereby all the characterization techniques employed to define the properties of the 

final composites and/or any of its synthesis stages will be described, as well as the method 

employed during the characterizations realized. 

2.1.1. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

 

Thermogravimetric or thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal 

analysis in which changes in physical and chemical properties of materials are measured as a 

function of increasing temperature (with constant heating rate), or as a function of time (with 

constant temperature and/or constant mass loss). TGA can provide information about physical 

phenomena, such as second-order phase transitions, including vaporization, sublimation, 

absorption, adsorption, and desorption. Likewise, TGA can provide information about chemical 

phenomena including chemisorption, desolvation (especially dehydration), decomposition, and 

solid-gas reactions (e.g. oxidation or reduction) [100]. 

TGA is commonly used to determine selected characteristics of materials that exhibit 

either mass loss or gain due to decomposition, oxidation, or loss of volatile compounds (such 

as moisture) [101]. 

The analyzer device employed was a Perkin Elmer PYRIS TGA - STA 6000, which can be 

seen in Figure 5. This instrument has simultaneous analysis of TG with DTA (Differential 

Thermal Analysis) mode (ΔT) and DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) (mW) mode for fast 

enhanced result interpretation. The operating temperature can vary between 15 and 1000 oC, 

and heating rate goes from 0.1 to 100 °C/min. 
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Figure 5. Perkin Elmer TGA – STA 6000 with the set-up employed in this study 

The TGA’s were carried out using air as supply gas at 40 ml/minute, N2 as purge; the 

designed program makes one scan from 50oC to 900oC at a heating rate of 10oC/min (1 hour 25 

minutes per analysis) . The used samples of the material to measure had a weight of about 20 

mg. 

2.1.2. Fourier transformed Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 

Fourier transformed Infrared spectroscopy FTIR is a technique used to obtain 

information on the molecular structure, chemical bonding and molecular environment of the 

measured sample. This is done by obtaining an infrared spectrum of absorption, emission and 

photoconductivity of a solid, liquid or gas. A FTIR spectrometer collects simultaneously high 

spectral resolution data over a wide spectral range. This confers a significant advantage over a 

dispersive spectrometer which measures intensity over a narrow range of wavelengths at a 

specific time [102] [103]. 

 The raw data still need to be transformed into an exploitable spectrum, it requires 

some mathematical processes in which the Fourier transform is used, which gives this method 

its name. The output data obtained is given in absorbance units deppending on the 

wavelenght scanned (in the employed tests goes from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1), the graphical 

Gas supply Furnace to heat up the sample, its 

small size enables an accurate 

temperature control 

Balance, housed by thick stainless 

steel walls for thermal isolation 

The sample is introduced in here 

Cooling bath to avoid overheating 

Computer control and interaction 
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interpretation of this scan gives a chart with peaks which refers to a bigger absorbance units, 

due to the presence of a given compound, identifiable by reference charts by its characteristic 

absorbance [104]. 

The employed spectrometer was a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX FT-IR System, as shown 

in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX FT-IR System employed for FTIR analysis 

Every sample to be analyzed is mixed in a 1/100 weight ratio with KBr powder, 

pulverized and compressed into a 1.5 cm diameter pellet in a press. The pressure applied was 

150 kPa during one minute, then 100 kPa during one minute. After the analysis the obtained 

spectrums were compared and the compounds responsible of the peaks found in the charts 

identified. 

 

Figure 7.Pellets preparation process. 
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2.1.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 DSC is a thermoanalytic technique employed to measure the difference of heat flow in 

function of the temperature between a sample and a reference to characterize diverse 

processes and properties of the material sampled [105]. 

Generally, the heating program for a DSC analysis is made to heat linearly the carrier of 

the sample in function of time. The sample must have a well-defined heat capacity in the 

temperature range which is going to be swept [106].  

The basic principle of this technique is the need of an increase or decrease of heat flow 

in order to keep both sample and reference at the same temperature when the sample 

experiments a physical transformation, such as a phase transition. This increase or decrease of 

heat flow depends on the exothermic or endothermic nature of the process. 

 For instance, when a solid sample melts will require a bigger heat flow to the sample 

to increase its temperature at the same speed than the temperature of the reference. This is 

due to the heat absorption produced during an endothermic phase transition. Nevertheless, 

when the sample experiments exothermic processes, like a crystallization, it will require a 

reduction on the heat flow due to the extra heat given by this process. 

Therefore, by calculating the difference between the heat flow received by the sample 

and the reference, DSC calorimeters can measure the heat flow absorbed or eliminated during 

any process. Like this, Differential Scanning Calorimetry can measure diverse characteristic 

properties from a sample [107]; using this technique is possible to characterize processes like 

fusion, crystallization and oxidation. It is especially important its capacity to characterize 

subtler processes as the glass-liquid transition (or glass transition), and then determine the 

glass transition temperature (Tg). The glass transition for glasses, polymers and other 

amorphous inorganic compounds, is a pseudotransition given at a temperature (glass 

transition temperature (Tg)), at which the material diminish its density, hardness and stiffness, 

and its elongation percentage decreases drastically.   This glass transition appears in a DSC chart 

as an alteration (step) over the baseline of the DSC signal.  

DSC is broadly used in quality control for polymer production, since it can determine 

the purity of the samples and as tool to determine curate for polymers [108]. 

The employed DSC device is a Mettler Toledo DSC, The calorimeter has two small, low 

mass furnaces (for sample and reference, prepared in aluminum sample pans) that heat and 

cool rapidly, providing better resolution and higher sensitivity enabling detection of 

transitions. The method used carries out two scans from 25oC to 225oC at 10oC/min increase, 

in a N2 atmosphere with a 10 ml/min flux, the first scan eliminates the thermal historic from 

the polymer. 
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Figure 8. Mettler Toledo DSC with the set-up employed in this study 

2.1.4. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), sometimes referred as photon correlation 

spectroscopy or Quasi-Electric Light Scattering (QELS) is a physical, non-invasive, well-

established technique employed for measuring the size and size distribution of molecules and 

particles typically in the submicron region to determine the size distribution of small particles 

in suspension or polymers in solution [109]. 

A monochromatic light source, in most of cases including this one, a laser, is shot 

through a polarizer into the sample, contained into a particle cell made of glass or quartz. The 

scattered light crosses the sample and goes through a second polarizer, where is collected by a 

photomultiplier and the resulting image is projected onto a screen [109]. In the way through the 

sample, the hit with the molecules diffract the light in every direction, these light beams 

interact constructively (light regions) or destructively (dark regions). The repeating of this 

measurements are analyzed by an autocorrelator, comparing light in every spot over time and 

then calculating the size of the measured sample [109] [110]. 
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DLS is used to characterize size of various particles including proteins, polymers, 

micelles, carbohydrates, and nanoparticles. If the system is monodisperse, the mean effective 

diameter of the particles can be determined. This measurement depends on the size of the 

particle core, the size of surface structures, particle concentration, and the type of ions in the 

medium. Since DLS essentially measures fluctuations in scattered light intensity due to 

diffusing particles, the diffusion coefficient of the particles can be determined [111].  

Stability studies can be done conveniently using DLS. Periodical DLS measurements of 

a sample can show whether the particles aggregate over time by seeing whether the 

hydrodynamic radius of the particle increases. If particles aggregate, there will be a larger 

population of particles with a larger radius. 

The DLS employed in this study was a Malvern DLS Zetasizer Nanoseries presented in 

Figure 9, which measures wet samples in a range from 0.3 nm to 10 micrometers [112]. 3 ml 

samples of the measured materials were prepared in a 0.01 % solution/suspension in weight 

(in Tetrahydrofuran and Dymethylformamide), previously filtered in a 0.45 micrometers silicon 

filter and introduced in a quartz cell, as shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 9. Malvern DLS Zetasizer Nanoseries set-up employed. 
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Figure 10. Preparation of Alumina suspensions for DLS analysis. 

2.1.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron Microscopy (TEM) is a microscope technique where the 

interaction of the specimen with a beam of electrons which passes through it is captured, 

magnified and focused by a conjoint of lenses and a fluorescent screen (or detected by 

sensors) acting as imaging device [113]. 

The resolution of TEM is significantly higher than traditional light microscopes, TEM is 

able to measure even as small as a single column of atoms, which is thousands of times smaller 

than the smallest resolvable object in a light microscope [113]. TEM is a widely employed 

method in diverse biological and physical fields, TEMs find application in cancer research, 

virology, materials science as well as pollution, nanotechnology, and semiconductor research 
[114]. 

An ultra-thin specimen is irradiated with an electron beam of uniform current density; 

the electron energy is in the range of 69-150 keV (usually 100 keV) or 200 keV-3 MeV in the 

case of High Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM) [115].  

Electrons are emitted from an electron gun by thermionic emission from tungsten 

cathodes. The electron intensity distribution behind the specimen is imaged with a four stages 

lens system onto a fluorescent screen. 

The employed microscope was a JEOL JEM 2100 belonging to the ICTS Centro Nacional 

de Microscopía affiliated to Universidad Complutense de Madrid, the device has an 

acceleration voltage of 200 kV and a resolution of 0.25 nm. The samples were prepared in a 

ultrathin plate as a dilution in acetone for fast evaporation. 
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Figure 11. A) TEM scheme and B) TEM employed during measurements. 

 

2.1.6. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

 

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is a technique employed to identify the atomic and molecular 

structure of a material, in which the atoms cause a beam of incident X-rays to diffract into 

many specific directions. By measuring the angles and intensities of these diffracted beams, it 

can reproduce a three-dimensional picture of the density of electrons within the material. 

From this electron density, the mean atomic structure, chemical bonds and the disorder can be 

calculated [116][117].  

The technique consist in an incident beam of radiation in different angles so as to 

generate a X Ray diffraction diagram, the position and intensity of the peaks will be 

characteristic of every material and crystalline phase. The angular distribution follows Bragg’s 

Law [118]: 
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Figure 12. Bragg’s Law. 

Where n is a natural number,  the incident wavelength, d the distance between 

crystalline planes and  the infraction or Bragg’s angle. The successive diffractions of the beam 

will be recovered in a receptor. 

The employed diffractometer was a Philips X’pert X-Ray Diffractometer as shown in 

figure 12, which employs Cu K radition (= 1.541 A) with a 0.02 o pass and 10 seconds each 

pass, with an initial angle of 15o and finishing at 90o. 

  

Figure 13. Philips X’pert X-Ray Diffractometer employed. 
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2.1.4. Microindentation Test (Vickers Hardness) 

 

Indentation hardness tests are used in mechanical engineering to determine the 

hardness of a material to deformation. The term "microhardness" has been widely employed 

to describe the hardness testing of materials with low applied loads, where the applied force 

(test load) goes from 1 to 1000 grams-force (gf), typically 2N (200 gf) and produce indentations 

of about 50 µm [119]. Microhardness testing can be used to observe changes in hardness on the 

microscopic scale; therefore a microscope examination is needed to measure the indentation. 

The two most common methods are Vickers hardness test and Knoop hardness test. Vickers 

hardness test was employed during the tests. 

 

Figure 14. Vickers Hardness Test indenter. 

The Vickers Hardness Test or HVT employs a diamond with an apical angle of 136°. HV 

is calculated following the next formula [119]: 

𝐴 =  
𝑑2

2 sin(136°/2)
≈

𝑑2

1.8544
 

𝐻𝑉 =
𝐹

𝐴
≈

1.8544 · 𝐹

𝑑2
 

Figure 15. Vickers Hardness formula. 

Being F the force in kilograms-force (kgf), and d the average length both the diagonal 

left by the indenter. Then HV units are kilograms-force per square millimeter (kgf/mm²) and 

are expressed xxHV, being xx the Vickers Hardness of the material, taking as reference 

diamond: 10000HV. 

Indentation Depth h in mm can also be calculated according to:  

d 

d 
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ℎ =
𝑑

2√2tan (
𝜃
2)

≈
𝑑

7.0006
 

Figure 16. Indentation depth formula. 

 

The microhardness tests was done on a Zwick Roell BZ 2.5, which is based in a 

hardness measurement head with a Vickers Hardness pyramidal diamond mounted on a line. It 

also equips a measuring light microscope with three different lenses (although only the 20:1 

resolution lens was employed), testXpert software calculates Vickers hardness based on 

indentation after test. Indentation head is interchangeable for other hardness tests.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. Zwick Roell BZ 2.5 during A) indentation and B) light microscope analysis. 
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2.2. Synthesis and characterization of nanocomposite precursors 

 

2.2.1. Materials 

 

 2.2.1.1. Alumina Nanoparticles 

  Three types of γ-Al2O3 (Alumina) were used in the evaluation process to test 

different combinations and prove the absence of any contaminant. Two different 

Sigma-Aldrich dry alumina nanoparticles named ANP1 and ANP3, with 50 nm nominal 

median size and 4 g·cm−3 density. Also, a suspension purchased from the same 

company with a 10 % weight concentration of Alumina in water, named ANP2 was 

employed. Samples of every alumina were dried in an oven at 110°C for 3 hours and 

afterwards vacuum was pulled in to eliminate possible traces of non-desired moisture. 

Once dried, this bare Alumina was tested by TGA and FTIR. Specific surface area of 

alumina was measured by BET employing a Micromeritics Gemini VII (calculating 130 

m2·g-1) 

 

Calculus of OH in alumina surface 

 

The Figure 19 shows the thermogram of the tree types of bare alumina 

(previously dried) used in this work. As previous studies affirm [120], bare alumina 

thermogram shows two regimes of weight loss; the weight lost in the first stage (100-

400oC) is due to desorption of the physisorbed water; in the second one, beyond 

400oC, dehydration occurs due to combination of adjacent OH groups to the surface. 

 

The following reported expression [121] relates the number of OH present in 

alumina surface with the weight loss in this second regime: 

 

 

𝑛[𝑂𝐻 · 𝑛𝑚−2] = (
2[𝑊𝐿(𝑇0) − 𝑊𝐿(𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)]

100 · 𝑀𝐻2𝑂
) (

𝑁𝐴

𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇
) 

 

Figure 18. Expression of OH in alumina surface. 

 

Where 𝑊𝐿(𝑇0) − 𝑊𝐿(𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) is the weight loss between 𝑇0 = 400𝑜𝐶 and 

𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 900𝑜𝐶. 𝑀𝐻2𝑂 is the molar mass of water (18 g·mol-1), 𝑁𝐴 is the Avogadro 

number (6,022×1023 mol−1). 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇 is the specific surface area of -alumina calculated by 

BET (130 m2·g-1 or 1,30·1020 nm2·g-1). 
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Figure 19. Thermograms of every bare alumina nanoparticle employed. 

 

The molecules OH/nm2 in every alumina are obtained applying the previous 

formula and presented in the Table 1. Abboud [120] calculated his n from 6 to 20 

OH·nm-2, which comprehend the results obtained. Nevertheless it is higher than 

reported density from commercial alumina, this can be due to the TGA inability to 

distinguish from surface OH and OH groups inside the pores (which cannot be 

modified). 

 Table 1. Calculated values of the number of OH per surface unit 

 𝑾𝑳(𝑻𝟎) 𝑾𝑳(𝑻𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍) 𝒏[𝑶𝑯 · 𝒏𝒎−𝟐] 

ANP1 97.88 95.8226 10.58 
ANP2 89.16 85.68962 17.86 
ANP3 98.74 96.77322 9.751 

 

 

ANP2 TGA reveals the existence of an undesired compound which carries an 

weight loss between 200 and 300oC; the most plausible reason is the presence of a 

surfactant coated the surface nanoparticle ,to low the surface tension between liquid 

and solid, although it was not reported by Aldrich.  
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Figure 20. First derivate of ANP2. 

Obtaining the first derivate of the weight loss function shown in Figure 20, a 

peak appears around 250oC, which indicates the presence of an organic cover, 

probably a kind of surfactant. 

FTIR spectroscopy was used in order to determine and analyze the organic 

content after each functionalization. To compare, the FTIR spectra of bare alumina was 

also carried out. The Figure 21 shows the FTIR for the three alumina used. 
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Figure 21. FTIR spectra of every bare alumina nanoparticle employed. 

ANP1 and ANP3 showed a clean spectrum without organic compounds 

characteristic signals. Nevertheless, ANP2 clearly showed the characteristic absorption 

peaks of the organic compounds (3500 cm-1). 

ANP1 was evaluated by an X Ray Diffractometer, so as to obtain a value of the 

particle size. Results are shown in Figure 22 and subsequently evaluated. 
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Figure 22. X Ray Diffraction of ANP1 nanoparticle. 

 It has been proved that the most of the peaks are asigned to -alumina (JCPDS 

standard cards no. 00-029-0063 and 00-002-1421), but small signals which matched -

alumina, also known as corundum, (JCPDS standard cards no. 01-074-1081 and 00-036-0149), 

both are considered crystals of anhydrous aluminum oxide. The formation of different 

crystalline structures depend on the temperature at which the previous material, bohemite, is 

kept at, if the temperature is above 800 K, it will acquire gamma-alumina structure (Face 

Centered Cube or FCC), but  the temperature is above 1400 K, then corundum is obtained, 

whose structure is hexagonal compact (HC). 

 In order to calculate nanoparticles size, Scherrer method [122] was used, which 

supposes the material imperfections as negligible or inexistent and that the thickening of 

diffraction profiles is due exclusively to the crystalline size, this equation is applicable from 5 

nm to up to 200 nm. 

𝐿 =  
Κ𝜆

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 

 

Where L is the crystal size (Å), β the diffraction peak maximum thickness in radians;  

the incident wavelength radiation (1.54 Å); K the Scherrer constant, which depends on the 

particle morphology and  Bragg’s angle of the considered peak. 

Given the signals overlapping it was necessary to deconvolve the peaks to calculate the 

peak thickness so as to obtain the most adjusted size. Normally the peak with 100% intensity is 
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the chosen but in this case it was overlapped, so the next one in intensity was chosen (2 = 

60o). Finally, the obtained size was around 7.47 nm±0.07 nm. 

 

2.2.1.2. Polysulfone 

Polysulfone pellets employed were provided by Sigma Aldrich, with a 

molecular weight of Mn = 16.000 g/mol and Mw=32.000 g/mol. TGA, FTIR and DSC 

were employed to characterize the polymer, results are shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 23. Polysulfone monomeric structure. 

Sigma Aldrich polysulfone employed is terminated by OH groups in both of its 

sides. TGA DSC and FTIR were employed to characterize the polymer. The following 

figures show the respective TGA thermogram, DSC curve and FTIR: 
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Figure 24. Characterization of commercial PSU: A) TGA thermogram, B) DSC curve and 

C) FTIR spectrum. 

 

2.2.1.3. Other compounds 

   

Other compounds employed during this work were (in order of appearance) 2-

Cholorethyl isocyanate, N-Dimethyl formamide (DMF, Aldrich) and anhydrous DMF 

(Aldrich), methanol, distilled water, Sodium azida (NaN3, Aldrich), pentynoic acid 

(Aldrich), Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Aldrich), NaOH water solution 0.5 and 2 N, copper 

sulfate, sodium ascorbate, methylene dyphenil diisocyanate (MDI) and Dibutyltin 

dilaurate (DBTDL). No other compound outside this list was employed during the 

synthesis process. 
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Functionalization of nanoparticle surface 

Two methods were used in this work to achieve two different graft densities: 

 Method A (low graft density): “Click”-chemistry between alkyne functionalized 

alumina and azide-end PSU. 

 

 Method B (high graft density): formation urethane bridge between 

diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI)-end PSU and OH groups of alumina 

surface.  

 

2.2.2. Method A 
2.2.2.1. Azidation of polysulfone 

As previous step to the “grafting to” process, the objective of the azidation is 

to modify the polysulfone chain endings with azide groups by subsequent chloration 

and azidation processes [123].  

  Step 1-. Chloration of polysulfone 

 4g of Polysulfone were dissolved in 150 ml of anhydrous N-

Dimethylformamide in a round bottom flask under magnetic stirring with 

nitrogen flux (the nitrogen atmosphere keeps the isocyanate group from 

hydrolization) at room temperature. Then 2-Cholorethyl isocyanate was added 

and the reaction was stirred for 24h at room temperature.  The reaction is 

schematized in figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25. Schematic chloration process on a polysulfone chain. 
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This suspension was filtered by a Büchner funnel with two layers of 

paper as filter connected to a side-arm flask by means of a neoprene adapter, 

with a tube leading to a vacuum pump (fast water flow) to facilitate the 

filtering. It was afterwards washed by passing 2 l of water and 0.5 l of 

methanol through the filter, and was dried in vacuum for 5 hours and hold at 

120ºC for 12 hours.  Figure 25 shows the experimental setup for the reaction 

and subsequent washing of product. The product was weighed and used in 

Step 2 except for a sample saved for TGA and FTIR analysis (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 26. A) Set-up for Chloration process and B) washing filtering set-up for both 

chloration and azidation of PSU. 

Schlenk vase 
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Sitirring / 
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Figure 27. Characterization of chlorated PSU: A) TGA curve B) FTIR spectra. 

Comparing both spectra, characteristic band of carbonilic carbon (C=0) 

from the formed urethane group is detected around 1700 cm-1. 
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Step2-. Azidation of polysulfone 

3.11 g of chlorated polysulfone were dissolved in 100 ml of DMF in a 

Schlenk magnetically stirred at 60oC. 11.9 mg of sodium azide were added to 

the chlorated polysulfone solution and it was hold at the same temperature 

and stirred during 24h without nitrogen flux.  

 

Figure 28. Schematic azidation process on a chlorated polysulfone chain. 

 

Subsequently, 400 ml of methanol with 200 ml of water were cooled 

in a freezer, and magnetically stirred afterwards. The resulting azided 

polysulfone was introduced into this mix drop by drop, obtaining a whitened 

suspension of thin polysulfone fibers in methanol/water. 

This suspension was filtered by a Büchner funnel connected to a side-

arm flask by means of a neoprene adapter, with a tube leading to a vacuum 

pump (fast water flow) to facilitate the filtering. Once it was filtered, it was 

washed by flowing 3 l of water through the Büchner, to wash away non-

reacted azida groups, and then with 0.5 liters of methanol so as to obtain a 

better drying. Subsequently the product was dried in a stove at 140oC for X 

hours and vacuum was pulled afterwards under 140oC heating,  

Finally, it was evaluated by TGA and FTIR, whose results are shown in figure 

29. 
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Figure 29. Characterization of azided polysulfone: A) TGA curve B) FTIR spectrum. 
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The FTIR spectrum does not shows any characteristic band of azida 

group (R-N3) around 2100 cm-1.These results confirm the low amount of azida 

group introduce on the polymeric chain. Although it is true that the molecular 

weight of the PSU used is very high and the maximum relative chain azide 

group (in mass) is very small: 0,006.  

2.2.2.2. Surface modification of alumina nanoparticles 

These alumina particles were surface modified with Pentynoic acid in order to 

achieve a functionalized surface which facilitates the grafting of polysulfone chains to 

the alumina nanoparticles; the process is schematized in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 30. Surface functionalization of alumina nanoparticles with pentynoic acid. 

Alumina nanoparticle was coated with pentynoic acid (pent-4-ynoic acid, P4yA, 

supplied by Aldrich) to incorporate “clickable” alkyne end groups on alumina surfaces. 

Eight different conditions, varying pH, temperature and other parameters were 

elaborated to select those with best results. The reaction conditions employed in this 

work were chosen according to the alumina isoelectric point (pzc) and the pentynoic 

acid pKa. Alumina nanoparticle has a point of zero charge (pzc) value between pH 8.0 

and 9.0 [124]; hence, below pH 8.0, the alumina surface will be positively charged. For 

P4yA, pKa value is 4.4. Thus, above the pKa value, P4yA will be negatively charged. In 

figure 31 is shown a graph with the predominant species in pentynoic acid by pH 

(protoned and dissociated).  

Alumina nanoparticle 

+ 

pH=7 

Water, r.t. 
Stirring, 24 h 

Acetylene group  Pentynoic acid 
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Figure 31. pH/concentration plot of pentynoic acid: Major species at pH=7 : pentynoic 

carboxylate (blue). 

Table 2 shown below details the conditions employed for each one of the eight 

realized experiments. 
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Table 2. Conditions of alumina surface modification reactions. 

 

The different reactions to modify alumina surface followed the same protocol 

with the indicated singularities in Table 2. As example, Reaction 1 will be described: 

One carboxylate group P4yA can be adsorbed onto the alumina as shown in 

Scheme of Figure 29. In a typical preparation, 0.01 mol of P4yA was dissolved in 50 ml 

of water. 

 The pH of 150 ml of distilled water was adjusted to 9 by adding a 2 N solution 

of Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) at room temperature under stirring conditions. Then 1.2 

g of Pentynoic Acid was added under the same conditions, dropping the pH to 3. 

Searching for a pH above 7, more NaOH was added until reaching a pH of 7.43. Once 

the conditions were the desired ones, 2 g of Alumina (ANP1) were added to the 

solution and it was ultrasonicated for 1 minute (the ultrasonicator employed was a 

VCX750 processor)..  

The reaction, where P4yA is dissociated and the alumina surface is positively 

charged, took place in a round bottom flask heated by silicone oil (high thermal 

stability) above 100°C over a heating plate which also stirred magnetically both the mix 

and the oil. The mixture was kept in reflux for the whole reaction time, and a Nitrogen 

flux was supplied during to avoid the influence of Oxygen in the reaction. The set-up is 

shown in Figure 32.A. 

 

The process went on for 14 hours; after which the flask was removed from the 

set up and, after a few minutes, it cooled down and a clear layer of supernatant was 

observed, which was partially removed and saved separately, to make the further 

washing process easier. The pH of this “Zero” supernatant was evaluated. 

 ALKYNE-MODIFIED NANOPARTICLES 

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

Alumina specie ANP1 ANP1 ANP1 ANP2 ANP3 ANP1 ANP1 ANP1 
Alumina (g) 2 g 3 g 3 g 3g 1 g 3 g 2 g 1 g 
Pentynoic acid (g) 1.2 g 0.5 g 0.5 g 1 g 0,4 g 0.26 g 1 g 0,28 g 
Solvent Water Water Water Water Water Water THF Water 
Solvent volume (ml) 150 

ml 
100 
ml 

100 
ml 

150 
ml 

200 
ml 

110 
ml 

200 
ml 

200 
ml 

pH (before reaction) 7.43 4.58 4.60 10.00 11.00 9.00 6.00 11.00 
Reaction temperature (oC) 100oC 120 oC 80 oC 25 oC 85oC 65 oC 70 oC 120 oC 
Reaction time (h) 14 h 14 h 14 h 14 h 5 h 24 h 24 h 1h* 
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Figure 32. A) Set-up for R1 and B) Rotofix 32A centrifuge machine 

 

The remainder of the suspension was washed with distilled water a total of five 

times in a Rotofix 32A (shown in Figure 32.B) centrifuge machine in five periods of 15 

minutes at 4000 rpm spinning with a previous ultrasonication. Supernatants pH was 

evaluated with a pHmeter and progressively drop each wash the results are shown in 

Table 3. This way, the surface-modified Alumina was washed from the remainder of 

Acid that did not react previously. 

 

Subsequently, the resulting Alumina was dried to eliminate all the humidity it 

caught in permanent contact with water. It was introduced in an oven at 250°C for two 

hours, and placed into a vacuum heating plate over 100°C  for four hours to erase 

possible traces of other compounds. The product was therefore characterized by TGA 

and FTIR. 
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Table 3. pH of supernatants during washing process. Second column of R6 represents x+5 

supernatants. 

 

 

 
Figure 33. Example of saved supernatants from R5. 

 

Hereby will be presented the TGA analysis and FTIR spectrum of every reaction 

accomplished. As well as any particularity or disconformity with the protocol 

previously explained: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Supernatant’s pH 
No. Supernatant R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

0 7.15 - - 7.14 - - -  - 
1 7.27 4.67 5.47 7.34 10.22 9.15 8.35 5.43 4.45 
2 6.89 4.09 4.38 7.43 9.36 9.15 7.57 5.24 4.59 
3 6.33 4.02 4.10 7.19 9.20 9.00 6.30 4.79 4.53 
4 5.52 4.09 4.08 6.66 9.15 8.85 6.05 4.65 4.43 
5 5.08 - 4.10 - 8.86 8.78 5.94 - - 
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Figure 34. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R1 compared to ANP employed. 
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Figure 35. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R2 compared to ANP employed. 
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Figure 36. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R3 compared to ANP employed. 
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 Figure 37. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R4 compared to ANP employed. 
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Figure 38. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R5 compared to ANP employed. 
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As particularity, in R6, alumina was suspended in water and ultrasonicated for 

30 minutes and strongly stirred for 60 minutes previously to mix it with a solution of 

pentynoic acid in water. 
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Figure 39. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R6 compared to ANP employed. 
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The particularity for R7 was uniquely the washing in THF instead of water and 

the dry at a lower temperature (50 °C) and only 5 hours + 5 of vacuum due to it. 
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Figure 40. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R7 compared to ANP employed. 
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The particularities of R8 are A) the initial step was not made at room 

temperature, but heated to 85°C; B) the reaction was done during 1 hour of 

ultrasonication; C) After the washing process, two more washes were effectuated, but 

with Acetone, whose pHs were 6.25 and 6.47 respectively. It can be remarked that the 

final compound was light grey colored instead of white, probably due to some carbon 

nanoparticles contamination. 
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Figure 41. A) TGA Thermogram and B) FTIR spectrum from R8 compared to ANP employed. 
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Chemisorbed acid measurement 

 

Every surface modified alumina presents triple bonds on its surface by its 

reaction with pentynoic acid; the density of this triple bonds over the surface will 

determine the capacity of the polysulfone to graft to alumina. 

 

Calculation of the surface density σ (molecules/nm2) was done with the 

following expression: 

 

𝜎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 =

∆𝑚𝑅𝑖
𝑀𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑐

· 𝑁𝐴

(100 − ∆𝑚𝑅𝑖) · 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇
 

Figure 42. Surface density of pentynoic acid on alumina surface. 

Where 𝑀𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑐 is the molecular weight of pentynoic acid, NA the Avogadro 

number, 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇 is the specific surface area of -alumina calculated by BET (135 m2·g-1 or 

1,35·1020 nm2·g-1). 

 

From the TGAs for every reaction showed above, surface density was 

calculated, with the results shown in the following table: 

 

Table 4. Surface density of pentynoic acid on alumina surface. 

 

 

 

 
R1/ANP1 R2/ANP1 R3/ANP1 R4/ANP2 R5/ANP3 R6/ANP3 R7/ANP1 R8/ANP1 

WLR 91,31 91,96 90,48 84 96,62 92,88 93,37 94,22 

WLANP 95,81 95,81 95,81 85,69 96,77 96,77 95,81 95,81 

∆𝐦𝐑𝐢 4,5 3,85 5,33 1,69 0,15 3,89 2,44 1,59 

𝛔𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐟𝐭 2,23 1,89 2,66 0,81 0,07 1,91 1,18 0,76 
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In Figure 43. All the TGA curves are represented together for better 

comparison, the same study has been made for FTIR spectra in Figure 44. 
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Figure 43. Comparison of all reactions weight loss during TGA analysis. 
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Figure 44. Comparison of all FTIR spectra. 
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Furthermore, the biggest pentynoic content of every reaction could 

also be predicted analyzing TGA. Pentynoic acid degrades above 250oC [125], 

evaluating thermograms of every reaction, R6 presents the biggest weight loss 

in that temperature rank with a clean fall; since its calculated grafting density 

in Table 4 also ranks among the firsts, R6 product was selected as the 

functionalized alumina to continue with the click chemistry process. R6 

alumina (from now on named functionalized/modified alumina) particle size 

was characterized by DLS (see Figure 45) and it was examined by TEM (shown 

in Figure 46). 
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Figure 45. Characterization of NP size by Dynamic Light Scattering. 
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Figure 46.Pictures of Alkyne alumina product of R6 obtained by TEM.  

In TEM micrography, nanoparticles aggregates are clearly observed as well as 

worm-like structures, which could be laminar structures on a side view, this is due in 
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part to the solution of the examined sample in acetone due to technical issues, which 

is not a good diluter of alumina. 

2.2.2.3. Synthesis and Characterization of PSU-grafted-alumina nanoparticle 

 

The remaining process was the grafting of azided polysulfone chains to 

functionalized alumina nanoparticles. Hereby the process employed will be 

described. The reaction is schematized in Figure 47. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. Schematic of general synthetic route to PSU-grafted-nanoparticle. 

 

A 1:3 in mass Alumina-Polysulfone relation was calculated in order to graft 

Azided PSU to modified alumina surface. 2g of azided polysulfone were dissolved in 40 

ml of anhydrous N-Dimethylformamide. Consequently a suspension of 0.66 g of 

alumina in 40 ml DMF was used.  

The catalyst was prepared previously to the reaction of alumina and PSU. The 

chosen catalyst was Cu+ ion, obtained by the reaction of Copper sulfate (Cu2+) 

(CuSO4·5H2O) with sodium ascorbate (C6H7NaO6) in a 2:1 moles reaction by generation 

in situ process in which copper (II) is chemically reduced to copper (I) in a 2:1 

DMF/water solution. 0.63 mg of copper sulfate and 1.65 mg of sodium ascorbate were 

calculated (thereafter it was decided to add sodium ascorbate in excess to ensure the 
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complete reaction of copper sulfate).  The use of copper catalysts in organic synthesis 

is widely documented in a number of books and reviews [126]. 

 

At first, polysulfone dissolved in DMF was added to a Schlenk vase and stirred, 

thereafter functionalized alumina suspension in dimethylformamide was added. 

Finally, copper sulfate sodium ascorbate in DMF/water solution was added as catalyst. 

The schlenk was hold at 50oC by heating through silicone oil bath. 

 

The product was filtered by a Büchner funnel connected to a side-arm with a 

tube leading to a vacuum pump. The resultant was recovered and dissolved in 40 ml of 

DMF, stirred until it got suspended and divided into four test tubes, subsequently 

introduced in a small centrifuge for 15 minutes (2000 rpm), and washed with more 

DMF three times; afterwards a 1:1 methanol water solution was used as washing 

liquid, water proposal was to carry the catalyst away, and methanol for better drying. 

The product was dried under vacuum and at 80 ° C. TGA, FTIR, DLS and TEM were used 

to characterize the sample, the results of these tests are shown in Figures 48 and 49.  
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Figure 48. A) TGA B) DLS and C) FTIR of PSU-grafted-Alumina. 
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Figure 49. Pictures taken by TEM of PSU-grafted-Alumina by Method A. 
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Calculus of polymer grafting in alumina surface 

 

The amount of polymer grafted to the nanoparticle is measured by the 

grafting density, which is obtained comparing degradation obtained by TGA of both 

the product of the click chemistry (Alumina-PSU) and the surface functionalized 

alumina employed (product of R6), applying the formula in Figure 50. 

 

𝜎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 =

∆𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘
𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑈

· 𝑁𝐴

(100 − ∆𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘) · 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇
 

 

Figure 50. Surface density of pentynoic acid on alumina surface.  

 

With MPSU=16.000 g/mol and mclick=1.867, the amount of polysulfone grafted 

is graft = 0.0055 molecules/nm2, approximately 10 times smaller than the results 

obtained with other polymers of similar molecular weight (other vynilic polymers as PS 

or PMMA), nevertheless, there is no report about PSU. 

It was an expected result given the FTIR of azided PSU in which the 

characteristic band of azida group N3 (Figure 29) did not appear (around 2100 cm-1). 

Furthermore, click reaction result do not show characteristic bands from PSU, which 

reveals the low presence of polysulfone. 

TEM does not reveal the presence of PSU grafted chains on polysulfone 

surface. This is due in part to the incomplete dispersion of nanoparticles, which 

difficults to detect the presence of PSU, in part to the low grafting density. The 

appearance, shape and aggregation of nanoparticles is similar to that shown In Figure 

46.  

 

2.2.3. Method B  

Another method to obtain polysulfone brushes on alumina surface was examined. In 

this method isocyanate groups are expected to react with OH groups on the surface of the 

alumina. The chosen isocyanate was MDI (Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate), one ending of 

the DMI reacted with OH on the nanoparticle, and the other will remain free to react with OH 

end groups of polysulfone. Dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL) is an organotin compound and is used 

as a catalyst.  

An isocyanate group is very active in chemical reaction which can easily react with 

compounds with –OH, –COOH, –NH2, etc. The compound is a kind of bifunctional-group 

organic chemical, which can be used as a coupling agent. It has been proved that –OH groups 

at the surface of nano-apatite have reactivity towards isocyanate groups [127]. Grafting MDI to 

alpha-alumina surface was investigated by Li [128] and Hongyan [129]. MDI was used as a grafting 
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agent to control the surface properties of alumina nanoparticles and at the same time react 

with the OH ends of polysulfone. This way, the process was carried out in two steps: 

First step: functionalization of PSU with MDI: 

Polysulfone OH endings reacted with MDI, statistically, a 50% of the 

polysulfone reacted by one of its ends, 25% reacted by both of them, and 25% did not 

react. 4 g of PSU were added to 150 ml of anhydrous DMF in a Schlenk vase immersed 

in silicone oil under stirring conditions and kept at 50oC with a flux of N2 to avoid the 

reaction of isocyanate groups with the exterior atmosphere, to assure this, a nitrogen 

trap and a gas bubbler were attached to the set-up. Then, 0.066 g of MDI were added. 

Finally, a drop of DBTDL was added as catalyst. The reaction is schematized in Figure 

51. 

 

Figure 51. Functionalization of PSU with MDI. 

Second step: Functionalization of alumina surface with MDI-PSU: 

After the addition of the DBTDL, 1 g of Alumina (ANP1) was introduced in the 

Schlenk vase, and was kept under the same conditions than in the previous step for 24 

hours, in which the free end of MDI reacted with alumina nanoparticles, a scheme of 

the reaction is shown in Figure 52. The set-up designed for this reaction is shown in 

Figure 53. 
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Figure 52. Functionalization of alumina surface with MDI-PSU. 

 

 

 

Figure 53. Set-up employed in Method B. 

 

Nitrogen flux Nitrogen trap 

Gas bubbler 
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The product was precipitated in a 1:1 mix of methanol and distilled water 

stirred. Then this suspension was filtered by a Büchner funnel connected to a side-arm 

with a tube leading to a vacuum pump to eliminate non-reacted MDI traces by 

washing it with 600 ml of the same mix, after which was dried in vacuum at 110oC for 

12 hours. This product was later named Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU, and 3.24 g were 

obtained. TGA was employed to analyze the material, the results are shown in Figure 

54. 
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Figure 54. Characterization Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU: TGA curve. 

The obtained fall of around 87% was not realistic, and it is explained by the 

presence of a large amount of non-reacted polysulfone, this fact is confirmed by FTIR, 

which shows a high absorbance in the characteristic band for PSU compounds. 

Nevertheless, the presence of unchained polysulfone might represent a benefit in 

terms of entanglement when introduced in the polysulfone matrix. In spite of this, the 

characterization to determine an effective number of polysulfone chains grafted to 

alumina surface was still needed. 

1 g of Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU was separated, dissolved in 40 ml of DMF 

under stirring and divided into four test tubes, subsequently introduced in a small 

centrifuge for 15 minutes (2000 rpm), and washed with DMF three times, after which 

was dried in vacuum at 100oC for 12 hours. So as to characterize the product, TGA, DSC 

and FTIR techniques where employed, whose results are exposed in Figure 55, the 

material was also analyzed by TEM, two images are presented in figure 56. 
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 Figure 55. Characterization of Washed Alumina-MDI-PSU: A) TGA curve B) DLS analysis 

and C) FTIR spectra. 

 

 TGA now represents a more realistic weight loss, but still a very acceptable 

result. FTIR shows characteristic bands of both PSU and alumina in the spectra, which 

are analyzed in Table 5. 

  Table 5. Band assignation of Washed Alumina-MDI-PSU. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The molecular structure analyzed by TEM (Figure 56) shows the same state of 

aggregation due to its suspension in acetone for the analysis, which is not a good 

solute of Alumina or PSU. However, alumina nanoparticles present a layer of 

polysulfone grafted to its surface. 

Absorbance (cm-1) Assignation 

3066 Stretching (C-H) bands of –C=C–H 
2972 Symmetric stretching Aliphatic C-H bonds 
1108 Asymmetric stretching C-O 
1015 Planar deformation Aromatic-H 
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Figure 56. Pictures taken by TEM of PSU-grafted-Alumina by Method B. 

PSU grafted 
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Calculus of grafted polymer in alumina surface 

The calculus of polysulfone grafted to alumina surface is done by grafting 

density (graft) as in Method A. The weight loss is the calculated in washed Alumina-

MDI-PSU, which represents a real percentage of PSU grafted to ANP. Grafting density 

is calculated by Figure 57. 

𝜎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 =

∆𝑚𝑊
𝑀𝑊 𝑃𝑆𝑈

· 𝑁𝐴

(100 − ∆𝑚𝑊) · 𝑆𝐵𝐸𝑇
 

Figure 57. Grafting density formula for Washed Alumina-MDI-PSU. 

With MPSU=16.000 g/mol and m= 25,223, a grafting density graft=0.056 

molec/nm2, a reasonable amount according to the reported in bibliography for other 

polymers as PS and PMMA.  

As analysis, the comparison of both washed and unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU 

TGA thermograms (Figure 58) gives the amount of non-reacted PSU, reacted PSU and 

Alumina present in Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU, calculated in Table 6, MDI mass was 

considered relatively insignificant. 
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Figure 58. Comparison of TGA curves of Washed and Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU. 
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Table 6. Composition of Unwashed Alumina-MDI-PSU 

 Weight (%) 

Alumina  17.77 
PSU  82.23 
       Grafted PSU 16.20 
       Non-grafted PSU  66.03 

   

 Grafting density is one of the most important parameter defining thermal and 

mechanical behavior of the composite, therefore, there appears the need of knowing 

the structure of grafted polymer hairs on alumina nanoparticle. Dukes reports that the 

grafted polymer chain structure not only depends on the grafting density, but also in 

the polymer chain length and the curvature of nanoparticles [90]. Therefore two 

extreme scenarios are presented, the formation of a mushroom structure, and in the 

other extreme, the existence of completely straightened polymer brushes (see Figure 

3 and Figure 59). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 59. Theoretical behavior of polysulfone chains. 

  

Supposing the existence of mushroom conformation (see figure 3), a new 

parameter is introduced, the radius of gyration of the chain (Rg), which will determine 

the height reached by the chain (h) by the next formula: 

ℎ ≈ 2𝑅𝑔 

It is also assumed that in this regime: 

𝑅𝑔 ≈ 𝑙𝑜𝑁1/2 

Where 𝑙𝑜 is the monomer length (2.5 nm for polysulfone) and N is the 

polymerization degree (considering Mmonomer= 442 g/mol nanoparticle=7.47 nm; 36 for 

PSU 16K). Then, the reached height h= 30 nm for the employed polysulfone. The next 

relation marks the limit to consider a grafted polysulfone as mushroom conformation 

structure: 

Rg 

D 

h 

D 
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𝜎 < 1/𝑅𝑔
2 

Since grafting density calculated by TGA is graft=0.056 molec/nm2 and has to 

be less than 0.044 g to be considered mushroom-like structure, the formation of this 

structure cannot be assumed; therefore the rigidity of polysulfone must be critical and 

it affects more to its structure than grafting density. Then, the calculus are repeated 

based on the second scenario in which the grafted polymer is structured in 

straightened brushes, this calculus are based in the calculation of h in several reports 
[90][130][131], with which is obtained the same value for h, the expression used by de 

Genes has been employed: 

 

ℎ =
𝑁

𝑔𝐷
𝐷 

Where gD is the number of monomers and it can be calculated as 

 

𝑔𝐷 = (
𝐷

𝑙𝑜
)

5/3

 

Where D is the length between attachment points and a is the subunit length. 

Tchould [132] and Henn [133] reported an expression to calculate the average D  

𝐷 = 1/√𝜎 

The distance calculated for the grafted polymer is D= 4.23 nm. Iyer reported 

another expression for D [134], which results in a similar value D=4.77 nm, so the first 

one was the employed in further calculation. 

𝐷 = √4/𝜋𝜎 

 Therefore gD= 2.4 monomers and h=63.38 nm. Table 7 shows every calculated 

parameter. 

Table 7. Polysulfone 16K parameters 

 Grafting 
Density 

Molecular 
Weight 

PDI 
Degree of 

polymerization 
Distance  Rg hmushroom hbrush  

 (molec/nm2) Mn(g/mol) (Mw/Mn) N* D(nm) nm nm nm  
PSU 
16 K 

0.056 16000 2.2 36 4.23 15 30.00 63.38  
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Based on the results, the chain length h and the grafting density are adequate 

for providing the nanoparticles of a good entanglement with the free PSU forming the 

matrix (in this work the length chain of grafted PSU (N) and free PSU (P) is the same). 

     

2.3. Nanocomposite production 

 

Nanocomposite was produced by the addition of the hairy alumina 

nanoparticles to polysulfone matrix (Aldrich) in pellets. Given the results in Method A 

and Method B, grafting density of PSU into alumina surface is ten time higher in 

Method B (graft=0.056 molec/nm2 vs graft=0.0055 molecules/nm2), therefore, 

polysulfone-grafted-alumina from Method B was the employed one in 

nanocomposite production. Particularly, non-washed alumina from method B was the 

employed in the synthesis of the nanocomposite. 

This alumina presented the problematic of the creation of a tablet-like solid 

while the drying process due to the presence of non-reacted polysulfone. This 

eventuality posed a problem of heterogeneity in the material. This was solved by 

pressing the material in a hot plate press (Fontijne Grotnes / Fortune Presses LabPro 

Mod 50, shown in Figure 60) during 2 periods of 45 minutes at 310oC with a 200 kN 

force. This way, pressed material was redistributed uniformly and ulterior 

mechanization processes were facilitated. 

The pressed material was then cut with metal shears guillotines into pellets, 

favoring the mixing process with PSU pellets. Three different nanocomposites with 

different loads were planned, at 0.5, 1 and 2 % weight of grafted PSU alumina content. 

The weights of each component (Alumina-MDI-PSU and PSU commercial pellets) were 

calculated from Table 6 and the results are shown in Table 7. The components of each 

nanocomposite were mixed. 
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Figure 60. Hot plate press in pressing process for Alumina-MDI-PSU material. 

 

Table 7. Weight loads and components of every nanocomposite. 

Sample ANP weight load Alumina-MDI-PSU (g) PSU (g) 

0.5 % 0.147 9.853 
1 % 0.294 9.706 
2 % 0.588 9.412 

 

 

A Haake Minilab II micro compounder (from the company Eurortodoncias S.L.) 

was used to extrude the mixture of matrix and nanocomposite. The thermo scientific 

Haake Minilab II (shown in Figure 61) is a micro compounder with conical twin-screws, 

which offer a short and well defined dwell time. It is regularly used compounding 

expensive or small scale materials such as nanocomposites and the required amount 5 

g or 7 cm3. The compounder temperature was 270oC, screws were counter rotating 

and the time the material spent inside the twins was of 10 minutes each 5 g. The 

extruded materials result of this process were separately pelleted with metal shears 

guillotines. 
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Figure 61. Haake Minilab II micro compounder employed during extrusion. 

These nanocomposite pellets were again pressed into rectangular shape by 

the hot plates press, for its use as specimen in different mechanical tests. 
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3. Results and discussion 

 

 

The three different compositions were evaluated by different techniques. Bare 

PSU was also compounded-compressed for comparison (without the inclusion of ANP), 

for an accurate comparison between nanocomposite and bare material. The 

techniques employed were TGA, and DSC for thermal properties, and Microhardness 

test for mechanical properties. 
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Figure 62. TGA Thermogram for every NP. 

Figure 62 confirms the composition of the three materials in the total weight 

loss after TGA. 

As shown in Figure 63 and Table 8, Tg has not improved, but polysulfone has 

exceptional properties and mechanical behavior and Tg improvement by 

nanoreinforcement addition is not usually reported. B. Serrano and J. Baselga reported 
[135] an improvement on PSU mechanical properties covered with fatty acids, obtaining 

improvements in Young modulus and resistance of 6 and 20% respectively with loads 

of up to 3% in weight of alumina explained by the formation of an ordered structure 

on nanoparticle surface by the eventual order of hydrocarbonated chains during the 

processing; nevertheless, Tg did not change. Tg is one of the most important properties 
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in polymer science, and a descent in glass transition temperature when adding 

nanoparticles into the matrix is a direct verification of the poor interaction interfacial 

matrix-nanoreinforcement. Tg does not suffer modifications by PSU alumina addition.
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Figure 63. DSC Thermogram of every NC and their Tg. 

 

Table 8. Glass transition Temperature obtained by DSC. 

Material Tg (oC) 

PSU 184.90oC 
Compounded PSU 187.63 oC 
PSU-Alumina 0.5 % wt. 187.40 oC 
PSU-Alumina 1 % wt. 187.91 oC 
PSU-Alumina 2 % wt. 187.76 oC 

  

Ten microhardness tests were carried out with Vickers indenter at 2 N 

maximum load on each material in order to analyze their mechanical properties. 

Results are statistically analyzed in Tables 9 and 10 and Figure 64. 
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Figure 64. HV microhardness for every composite. 

Table 9. HV microhardness values for every composite in kgf/mm². 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10. HV microhardness values for every composite in MPa. 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, the inclusion of 2 % wt. ANP in PSU matrix enhances hardness 

implying an improvement of the resulting material hardness of around 9.5 %, which is 

positive given the medium load and the already good mechanical properties of bare 

PSU. 

kgf/mm² PSU PSU-Al 0.5 % PSU-Al 1 % PSU-Al 2 % 

Average 13,459 14,259 14,258 14,743 

Std. Deviation 0,787 0,315 0,487 0,355 

Min 12,52 13,81 13,60 14,31 

Median 13,39 14,28 14,32 14,71 

Max 14,89 14,72 14,89 15,45 

MPa PSU PSU-Al 0.5 % PSU-Al 1 % PSU-Al 2 % 

Average 131,98 139,82 139,81 144,57 

Std. Deviation 7,71 3,09 4,78 3,48 

Min 122,77 135,42 133,36 140,32 

Median 131,25 140,03 140,37 144,25 

Max 146,01 144,34 146,01 151,50 
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Finally, the homogeneity of the results along the tested specimens also reveals 

a good dispersion of ANP along the matrix. 

 

Figure 65. Indentation left on nanocomposite after test. 
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4. Conclusions 

 

 

In this project, alumina nanoparticles functionalized with polysulfone hairs were 

synthetized by two different methods in different conditions and then used to prepare three 

different polysulfone matrix nanocomposites whose thermal and mechanical properties were 

tested later by different techniques. 

 

In the project it has been established one grafting method (method B) which resulted 

in acceptable grafting density according with the “grafting to” methodology, on the other 

hand, method A presented a very low grafting density. 

 

The nanocomposite showed better mechanical properties as a 10% increase in 

hardness for a 2 % weight alumina nanocomposite. 

 

In conclusion, a high-performance polymer as polysulfone already presents very good 

mechanical and thermal properties that is difficult to obtain further improvements [136] as it has 

been shown in theoretical studies. 

 

4.1. Possible applications 

 

Most of the considered applications for the synthesized material are enclosed 

in the bioengineering field. As exposed before, polysulfone is used in dental 

applications such as implants or brackets, where the strength increase produced by 

alumina nanoparticles filling may reduce erosion induced by mastication and thus 

increase its service life. 

Given the biocompatibility of the resulting material, its use as tissue 

replacement could be considered and investigated, other polysulfone based 

nanocomposites have been reported in this matter [137],. 

Polysulfone has one of the highest service temperatures among all 

thermoplastics. Its resistance to high temperatures gives it a role of a flame retardant, 

without compromising its strength that usually results from addition of flame 

retardants, alumina can provide better mechanical properties in these applications.  

Polysulfone is widely used in membranes manufacturing, which are used in 

applications as waste water recovery, hemodialysis, food and beverage processing, gas 

separation and car and electronic industries. The filter cartridges made of polysulfone 

membranes are sterilized with in-line stream in an autoclave, and usually they stand 
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up to 50 cycles, this number could be improved giving the filter cartridges an extended 

life by adding alumina nanoparticles. 

 

Plastic lenses are starting to appear as a substitute of glass lenses in certain 

applications in optics (cameras, microscopes, telescopes and ophthalmic wear), since 

plastic lenses typically cost 1/100th of the price of similar glass lenses. These new 

lenses are made in polysulfone among other polymers as polystyrene and 

polycarbonate, which is modified by the addition of certain inorganic materials. 

Alumina nanoparticles represent an extended option for a PSU matrix, improving 

stability of the refractive index with respect to temperature [138], this nanocomposite 

could also present better impact resistance as higher mechanical properties. 

4.2. Results improvement and future research 

   

The research has been limited to the product scales, given the uncertainty of 

the synthesis procedure results and the sometimes-low performance of reactions and 

processes. The final obtaining of acceptable hairy nanoparticles has been conditioned 

to the amounts of the material, restricting certain synthesis strategies and 

compositions. Once this study has proven good grafting density methods for producing 

HNPs, this limitation should be eliminated in future researches. 

Originated from the first problematic, the study has been enclosed to weight 

loads of up to 2% in weight alumina, although there have been reported better 

mechanical properties with 3-5% weight compositions, an increase of the alumina 

weight  load would suppose an increase of material properties which should be 

determine in future studies. 

The comparison with PSU-grafted-bare alumina nanoparticles has been based 

in reported studies, nevertheless, the different fabrication mechanisms could origin 

divergences in the properties by the procedure itself and not by the intrinsic 

properties of the material. Due to certain limitations, the production of several 

nanocomposites PSU-bare alumina has not been possible, nevertheless, the 

production under the same conditions is seen as very interesting to compare with the 

obtained nanocomposites and will be included in future research. 

The employed polysulfone is a long chain polysulfone (Mw=16.000), 

nevertheless, it is known that short grafted polymer chains improves dispersion in a 

different way than long chain polymers and thus enhance certain properties, the 

employment and comparison of short PSU chains is aimed as future research. 

Hardness is one of most important mechanical properties but not sufficient 

one to select correctly the material for a given application. A tensile test was planned 

but it turned out to be not possible due to technologic limitations, the impossibility of 

injecting the material for obtaining specimens adjusted to a norm or with the ideal 
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shape for this test. The employment of uniaxial or biaxial tensile test are presented as 

objective in further studies. 

In the same line, the process of compounding-compression production process 

could vary the properties of the resulting composite in comparison with the originally 

planned compounding-injection. It could be interesting to quantify this divergence. 

Finally, computer simulations are used to study static and dynamic properties 

of materials of down to nano-size range [139] [140] and so enhance the understanding of 

hierarchical structures and behaviors. This techniques could be applied in further 

investigation as parallel research with the laboratory work. 

In general terms, nanocomposite materials are receiving a great attention 

among scientists, and it is found in a relatively young stage of development, so more 

effort is expected to be done in nanocomposite research in the future. 

 

4.3. Economic issues 

 

As a research project, the budget is not defined, and it results into a difficult 

quantification, since a lot of variables take place in its cost, from employed materials 

and compounds to electricity, water, nitrogen and air fluxes cost, researchers involved, 

general measurement equipment and devices, third parties devices, shared 

installations, among others. All of them charged to different entities, and which in its 

bigger part remains unknown to the author. 

The importance of nanocomposites research is of incalculable value for 

development has been showed along the last few decades. Therefore the investigation 

cost is not as relevant as it could be for projects in other fields more oriented towards 

economics. 
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 6. Nomenclature 

 

 

 

2D 2 Dimensions PAM Polyacrylamide 

ANP Alumina nanoparticles PANI Polyaniline  

ATRP AtomTransfer Radical Polymerization PDMS Poly (dimethyl siloxane)  

BET Brunauer–Emmett–Teller Theory PdNPs Pallladium nanoparticles 

CMNC Ceramic Matrix Nanocomposite PEG Polyethylene Glycol 

CNT Carbon Nanotubes PEGMA Poly(poly(ethylene glycol)  
monomethacrylate) 

CPB concentrated polymer brush PEI polyethylenimine  

CRP Controlled Radical Polymerization PGMA Poly(glycidylmethacrylate) 

CS Chitosan PHEA Polyhydroethyl acrylate 

DBTDL Dibutyltin dilaurate PMAA Poly methyl Acrylic Acid  

DLS Dynamic Light Scattering PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate 

DMF N-Dimethyl formamide  PMNC Polymer Matrix Nanocomposite 

DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry PNC Polymer Nanocomposite 

DTA Differential Thermal Analysis poly (MPC) Polymethacryloyloxyethyl  
Phosphorylcholin  

FTIR Fourier transformed Infrared  
spectroscopy 

PPEG Phosphonated-Polyethylene Glycol  

GR Graphene PS Polystyrene 

HNP Hairy Nanoparticle PSU Polysulfone 

HVEM High Voltage Electron Microscope  PVA Poly (vinyl alcohol) 

HVT Hardness Vickers Test QELS Quasi-Electric Light Scatterin 

LED Light Emitting Diode RAFT Reversible Addition  
Fragmentation chain Transfer 

MDI methylene dyphenil diisocyanate SDPB semidilute polymer brush 

MMC Metal Matrix Composite SWCNT Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes 

MMNC Metal Matrix Nanocomposite TEM Transmission electron Microscopy 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging  TGA Thermogravimetric Analysis 

MWCNT Multi Wallled Carbon Nanotubes THF Tetrahydrofuran  

NP Nanoparticle UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength 

P4yA  Pentynoic Acid UV Ultra Violet 

PAAc Poly(acrylic acid)  XRD X-ray Diffraction  
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